
To mark a significant milestone in its history and send a
« gallant » message to its customers for the coming 
session of Maison & Objet in September *, Création Galant
is launching a new collection « Roses »,  giving a poetic touch
to  vases, photo frames, trays and candlesticks. With its golden
interlaced and entangled branches, this collection will take you
through the beautiful English rose gardens with notes of the
wonderful poems from Ronsard.
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To celebrate its 10th anniversary, « CREATION GALANT » is launching the new  
                                                    collection « ROSES ».

Création Galant    //    10th anniversary ! 
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Stéphane Galerneau has a dream-like approach to art foundry and brings us into
his world thanks to his artistic skills. He imagines exceptional objects in gilded
pewter alloy inspired by the surrounding nature, in his workshop located in the very 
quaint historical village, Nouaillé-Maupertuis. During the Hundred Years’ war, 
in 1356, it became famous, as the king of France John II the Good was made prisoner 
by the English.
Stéphane Galerneau both designs and creates the beautiful masterpieces.
Using wood, resin or plaster, he sculpts every model entirely by hand, 
He creates moulds for all the parts. Melting, burring, welding, polishing,
are also done by hand. He then carries out the next 3 steps of: coppering, 
nickel plating, and gilding into an electrolytic bath. His wife Isabelle is also 
involved in the partnership, following up all the administrative side ensuring 
the shipments to the most prestigious shops around the world.

* We invite you to discover this new collection at Maison & Objet, 
from 8th to 12th September 2017, Paris Nord Villepinte, Stand 5A/L35, 
from Wednesday to Monday 9.30 am to 7 pm, on Tuesday 9.30 am to 6 pm.

Création Galant will also be present at the exhibition Quintessence at the 
“Château de la Villedieu de Comblé” at La Mothe-Saint-Héray (79) 
from 15th to 17th September.


